Welcome to the May edition of the Professional Identity in Nursing e-News!

Inside, you will find:

- Save the Date info for the upcoming Professional Identity in Nursing Symposium 2021
- How to participate in the Professional Identity in Nursing Survey (PINS) 2.0. All RNs invited!
- Consider joining one of the nine work groups to help move the work of the Professional Identity in Nursing initiative forward

Best wishes,
Nelda Godfrey
Chair, International Society for Professional Identity in Nursing (ISPIN)
negodfrey@kumc.edu
Please save September 14-15, 2021 as dates for the virtual Professional Identity in Nursing Symposium 2021. This will be a full day event on Sept. 14, and the morning of Sept. 15. We will have an in-person option for those who want to join us in Kansas City in the fall.

More info to come.

Questions? Contact Lauren Roberts at lroberts6@kumc.edu.

An invitation to participate in Professional Identity in Nursing Survey (PINS) 2.0—complete by May 20!

Here is your opportunity to advance PINS instrument development. All RNs are invited to participate. Deadline: May 20.

Dear RN Colleagues,

My name is Tullamora Landis and I am an Assistant Professor with the Washington State University, College of Nursing.

The questions in this survey cover the four domains related to Professional Identity in Nursing: Values and Ethics, Knowledge, Leadership, and Professional Comportment that met the 95% cutoff in the previous version of the scale.

The short survey will take 5-10-minutes to complete.

The survey can be accessed from any computer 24 hours per day/7 days per week. All RN colleagues are invited to participate.

Participation in this study is completely voluntary. If you refuse to participate there will be no penalty to you as the participant. You may discontinue your participation as any time without penalty. Your participation in this study is
confidential and anonymous. The anonymous collection of information ensures your confidentiality since there is no link between the data collected and you.

For further information about this survey, please contact Primary Investigator(s) Dr. Tullamora Landis, tullamora.diede@wsu.edu or Dr. Cynthia Clark, cindy.clark@atitesting.com.

GO TO THE SURVEY.

Please note that for all web-based email, complete confidentiality cannot be assured.

Thank you,
Dr. Tullamora Landis and Dr. Cindy Clark

This study has been certified as exempt from the need for review by the Washington State University Institutional Review Board. If you have any questions regarding this exemption, please contact: WSU IRB: 509-335-7646, Neil Hall 427, PO Box 643143, Pullman, WA, 99164-3143.

Join a Work Group

Healthy Work Environment (HWE). We believe a well-developed professional identity in nursing contributes to a healthy work environment and in turn, encourages others to thrive. Chair: Lynne Kuhl (lmkuhl@viterbo.edu)

Nurse as Leader. This group will leverage the professional identity work to actively create a more consistent brand image for nurses as leaders. Chair: Lindell Joseph (maria-joseph@uiowa.edu)

Disseminating Widely. This active group focuses on community outreach and broadcast opportunities and plans the overall dissemination strategy for the initiative. Chairs: Terri Hinkley (terri.hinkley@amsn.org) and KaryAnne Weybrew (Kary@americancareercollege.edu)

Propelling the Science. Another already active group, this team leads and communicates about research projects and plans. Chair: Rhoda Owens (Rhoda.owens@und.edu)
**Instrument Development.** Pushing the science of Professional Identity in Nursing forward, this work team will guide instrument development and distribution. Chair: Nelda Godfrey (ngodfrey@kumc.edu)

**Educational Dissemination.** A new work group, this team will strategically communicate the work on Professional Identity in Nursing to students and faculty in all nursing education programs, and work to provide toolkit materials. Chairs: Beth Phillips (beth.phillips@duke.edu) and Susan Luparell (luparell@montana.edu)

**With a Student Focus.** A partnership with the National Student Nurses Association, this work group will foster awareness of students and faculty about the need for a Professional Identity in Nursing. Chair: Deb Liebig (dlliebig@cmh.edu)

**Integrating Professional Identity in Nursing in Advanced Practice.** For advanced practice educators and practitioners, this is the work group that will create plans for incorporating a clear sense of Professional Identity in Nursing within the advanced nursing practice community. Chair: Amy Hite (ahite@pittstate.edu)

**Global Perspective.** Having had participants from 48 countries in the Sigma webinar series, this group will actively engage global partners in expanding and further defining the Professional Identity in Nursing initiative. Chair: Kristen Priddy (Kristen.priddyphd@gmail.com)

---

**Professional Identity in Nursing Advisory Council Members**

- Janice G. Brewington
- Cole Edmonson
- Kristi Frisbee
- Andrea Gauntlett
- Nelda Godfrey
- Caryl Goodyear
- Terri Hinkley
- Amy L. Hite
- Judy Hodgson
- M. Lindell Joseph
- Lynn M. Kuhl
- Debra L. Liebig
Stay Connected

To learn more about the International Society for Professional Identity in Nursing and its initiatives, please visit our [web page](#) at the KU School of Nursing. You may also contact us at [GoInnovate@kumc.edu](mailto:GoInnovate@kumc.edu).
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